Point, Click and Learn with ACFAS

Venture into ACFAS online learning, and you’ll find a rich and growing assortment of topics in foot and ankle surgery.

Try all three types of e-Learning: scientific sessions, the surgical techniques series and podcasts. They cover a wide variety of surgical procedures and hot topics in foot and ankle surgery. Some are free, and many allow you to earn CME after completing a post test.

All three types of e-Learning offerings have been designed to provide useful, authoritative information in a compact time frame. In this plug and play world, they’re available when you are.

Two Types of Scientific Sessions

Scientific Sessions are recordings of Annual Scientific Conference presentations. If you didn’t catch them live, they impart great information. If you did see them the first time, they serve as a welcome refresher.

(You can only receive CME credit for them once, however.)

Scientific sessions are presented by experts in two subject areas: clinical and practice management. The clinical sessions focus on topics in foot and ankle surgery, such as “Fix or Fuse” and “Bunion Complications.” Some are debate forums, in which experts give their take on which approaches work for them and why. They usually include PowerPoint and other presentations.

The practice management topics feature presentations by experts in that sphere. Share these with your practice staff; they’ll appreciate the insights and information.

The College offers eight Scientific Sessions, and a new one will be added every two months. They’re brought to you in 60, 90 and 100-minute segments. They’re free to members and non-members and offer CME credits to members after a post test is submitted.

Surgical Techniques series

The Surgical Techniques series offers the most intensive learning experience. Noted experts take you along, via video, as they demonstrate various surgery techniques. ACFAS offers three for purchase:

• Reconstruction (2008 release)

Examples of the Practice Census queries are:

• the percentage of your patients by etiology,
• hospital privileging and affiliations,
• whether you have or may be joining a group practice,
• reimbursement and insurance problems and
• where patient referrals come from.

Examples of the Member Opinion survey queries are:

• “what’s in it for you?” (why you joined the College),
• what do you value the most … and the least?
A busy practitioner may foresee considerable barriers to conducting research. The most significant of these is the lack of knowledge on how to conduct research. The first step is to develop a research question. A research question may be something you have wondered about during one of your patient encounters. Simple or fundamental questions are often overlooked because people assume that these questions have already been answered. However, the answers to these simple or obvious questions often have the most impact.

The next step is conducting a thorough search of the published medical literature. A good resource is pubmed.org, which is a searchable engine of key terms for published medical studies. Even if there already has been research conducted on your research question, there is value in conducting additional research. It is important that previously published studies be refuted or supported by independent investigators.

The next step is devising the methodology to test your research question. This is the most important component of conducting research. Without sound methodology, the results may not be accurate and the conclusions unsubstantiated. Careful planning will limit these pitfalls. After data is collected, the results must be statistically tested. This is a good time to seek help from a biostatistician. Conclusions are drawn from the results and all of the components above are then synthesized and submitted to a peer-reviewed journal. Dissemination of the research findings through the medical literature is critical. In this way, the results will not only influence how you approach your patients, but how your colleagues approach theirs as well.

The practitioner in a nonacademic setting faces substantial challenges to conducting research. This includes time, money, and personnel. However, these barriers can be overcome with enthusiasm and a fundamental understanding of the research process. It is important that whether you are in an academic or nonacademic environment, the need for research should be appreciated. The purpose of research is not only to add to the body of knowledge, but to challenge established dogma. Ultimately, this leads to better and more predictable patient outcomes.

For more information on how to conduct research and other scholarly activities please visit acfas.org/pubresearch/articles. In addition, several upcoming ACFAS podcasts will focus on scholarly activities.

Paul J. Kim, DPM, is Associate Professor at the Midwestern University College of Health Sciences in Phoenix, Arizona, and Chair of the ACFAS Evidence Based Medicine-Research Committee.
Diabetic Foot and Ankle Surgical Symposium
Surgery…Transformation…Healing

Join noted faculty members and other experienced surgeons to focus on accelerated healing, cost effective management, best practices in patient management and more at the “Diabetic Foot & Ankle Surgical Symposium.” It will be held July 9-11 in Santa Rosa, Calif., in the heart of Sonoma County.

Instructors will explore the topic of incorporating flap principles to cover exposed bone, which provides a more sterile environment for healing. It’s also easy to incorporate into your day-to-day diabetic surgery.

Faculty members are experienced, accomplished and diverse in their surgical decision-making and procedure selection. They will offer different approaches to procedures that extend the possibilities of limb salvage. They’ll also discuss how to plan pre-operatively based on foot structure, location of the ulcer, and bone involvement.

The wide-ranging program also includes such topics as anesthesia considerations, adjunctive therapies to optimize post-op healing, forefoot ulcer surgery and plastic surgery for limb preservation.

An optional skills wet lab will give participants an opportunity to immediately practice a variety of limb salvage procedures that include advanced plastic surgery techniques.

“This symposium is designed to maximize participants’ interaction with faculty and instructors, and allow time to enjoy wine country with friends and colleagues,” says Troy Boffeli, DPM, chair of the symposium. The Wine & Wisdom gathering on Friday evening will allow attendees to discuss controversial and challenging cases in a relaxed setting.

Don’t miss this opportunity to learn advanced techniques from renowned leaders in the field of Charcot reconstruction,” Boffeli advises.

The conference runs Thursday-Saturday, with courses scheduled to allow participants to enjoy Sonoma County attractions during the afternoons. Find more details and register at acfas.org/meetings/education+calendar.

2009 Education Programs Calendar

Online registration for Surgical Skills courses and Practice Management seminars is now open at acfas.org/meetings/education+calendar.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foot and Ankle Arthroscopy Surgical Skills Course</td>
<td>June 19-20, 2009</td>
<td>Orthopaedic Learning Center Rosemont, IL</td>
<td>Sold Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetic Foot and Ankle Surgical Symposium</td>
<td>July 9-11, 2009</td>
<td>Hyatt Vineyard Creek Santa Rosa, CA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical Skills Course</td>
<td>September 25-26, 2009</td>
<td>Allerton Hotel Chicago, IL</td>
<td>Practice Management and Coding Seminar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex Reconstruction Surgical Skills Course</td>
<td>November 14 or 15, 2009</td>
<td>Red Rock Casino/Wright Medical Mobile Lab Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flatfoot Surgical Skills Course</td>
<td>October 10-11, 2009</td>
<td>Scientific Education and Research Institute (SERI) Thornton, CO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot and Ankle Arthroscopy Surgical Skills Course</td>
<td>December 12-13, 2009</td>
<td>Orthopaedic Learning Center Rosemont, IL</td>
<td>Sold Out</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

February 22-26, 2010
Mandalay Bay Hotel
Las Vegas, NV
The entire profession benefits when ACFAS is mentioned in a national publication, as when ACFAS President Mary Crawford, DPM was quoted in the April issue of Family Circle Magazine. Because ingrown toenails are common among youth athletes, Crawford offered tips for prevention and treatment and explained that “Running, pivoting or kicking a ball can slam your kids’ toes against their shoes, aggravating these sores.” Readers were invited to obtain more information at the ACFAS consumer web site, FootPhysicians.com.

Use this News for Your Practice
But ACFAS PR extends beyond such national publications down to the towns and cities where members practice. Members are leveraging the news distributed by ACFAS at the national level, using tools that are offered at no cost on acfas.org/marketing.

“I use the customizable news releases on my web site’s blog,” says San Diego-area member Phil Wrotslavsky, DPM. “By tracking use of my blog, I know the topics are frequently read. And patients who come into my office often ask about something that’s been on the blog.”

“You can also send the customized release, containing your name and contact information, to the hospital marketing department, or to local churches, synagogues, or mosques, which may use it in their newsletter.”

A Ready-Made Newsletter…and It’s Free!
“Our practice has been converting the FOOTNOTES quarterly patient newsletter into an e-newsletter for a few years now, and it’s been a great way to remind patients of our services and make sure they return to our office for future needs,” says Mike Vaardahl, DPM, of Greeley, Colorado. “Anyone who’s interested in foot health can subscribe online or via our office.”

Phil Wrotslavsky has been placing stacks of FOOTNOTES newsletters in his office waiting room, and finds they’re gone within a few days. He puts his practice information on the back of the newsletter, so anyone who reads it knows how to contact his office for an appointment.

“I started my practice about two years ago,” says Wrotslavsky, “and ACFAS marketing tools have definitely helped it grow. Using the tools is really a no-brainer, and there is nothing like free marketing done in a highly professional style to help a new practitioner.”

Web Site Content Ready Made for You
Wrotslavsky and Vaardahl both use the ACFAS FootPhysicians.com web site’s information as a resource for their practice web sites.

“What better resource to provide our patients than the information developed by foot and ankle surgeons for foot and ankle surgeons?” says Vaardahl. “The list of topics on our practice site is linked to the information on the College’s site…we really don’t need to do a thing. I think this is a terrific benefit for ACFAS members as well as their patients.”

Wrotslavsky agrees. “I built my own web site, and being able to link my new site to the content on the FootPhysicians.com site has made it possible for me to offer so much more information to my patients than I could have created on my own.”

ACFAS practice marketing tools are a member benefit available at acfas.org/marketing.
The deadline for submissions to the Scientific Poster Competition is October 1. Online submission for posters will be available June 1, along with poster policies and instructions.

Point, Click and Learn  continued from page 1

• Diabetic Surgery (2009 release)
• Common Foot & Ankle Procedures (2009 release)

You may purchase individual videos in a series, but CME is only available with the purchase of a complete set. The sets are available on DVD-ROM, designed to be viewed on a computer, or through an online downloadable format that is compatible with iPods, iPhones and Zunes.

Sign Up for Podcasts
Listen to the new podcasts added at the beginning of each month, or tap into the more than 20 titles available. They feature noted experts weighing in on such topics as “Calcaneal Fractures,” “The Diabetic Foot” and “Electronic Medical Record Roundtable.”

Podcasts are free to members and non-members. While they don’t offer CME credits, they do offer a chance to hear your colleagues weigh in on hot topics in foot and ankle surgery. To assure you’ll never miss one, visit iTunes.com and sign up for automatic delivery of ACFAS podcasts to your computer, iPod or iPhone.

Bookmark acfas.org/elearning and visit often to see what’s new. You’ll also get notices in “This Week @ ACFAS,” the weekly e-newsletter, when additional offerings are posted to the site. Log on soon and start learning.

Member Surveys  continued from page 1

• how do you prefer to learn? face to face, via print, or online? and
• how would you reallocate the College’s budget to better meet your needs?

Results will be posted on acfas.org in August so you can benchmark your practice or opinions with other ACFAS members.

Need an incentive to participate?
Your survey will take 15 minutes of your valuable time, so five lucky respondents will receive the new 4G iPhone (due out later this year) or comparable technology of your choice. Just complete your randomly-assigned survey by the deadline to be entered into the drawing.

Watch for an e-mail or fax from ACFAS soon.
HIPAA Changes to Include Increased Penalties

The president’s stimulus bill (American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009) makes several important changes with respect to HIPAA Privacy and Security Rules. While most stimulus bill provisions relating to the HIPAA Rules are effective next year, one change that is effective immediately is an increase in the civil monetary penalties that may be imposed on any person who violates the Rules.

In the past, such penalties were limited to $100 for each violation of a provision up to a maximum of $25,000 per provision per year. These civil monetary penalties are now tiered based on the severity of the violation and the covered entity’s response.

Practices should begin immediately to review and revise their health information policies, procedures, training processes and business associates’ agreements in light of these new requirements.

More information is available at acfas.org/practicemang/compliance.

Red Flags Program Enforcement Delayed to Aug. 1

Medical practices often hold sensitive information about their patients. Because identity theft has become such a serious concern in the United States, the federal government has created rules to prevent and detect it (The Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act of 2003).

Foot and ankle surgeons who regularly bill their patients for services rendered are considered “creditors” under these rules, known as the Red Flag Rules. The rules require “creditors” to develop a written identity theft prevention program to identify, detect and minimize the damage from identity theft.

The Federal Trade Commission was set to begin enforcing the Red Flag Rules on May 1, but has delayed enforcement until Aug. 1, 2009 to give creditors more time to develop written programs. The FTC also said it will soon release a template written program to help entities that have a low risk of identity theft comply with the Rule.

For more information, see acfas.org/practicemang/compliance.
With all the talk about electronic health records and stimulus packages many physicians are anxiously waiting to hear what the government is going to offer regarding implementation of electronic health records. The Electronic Prescribing or “E-Prescribing” Incentive Program is being overlooked by many practices. Electronic Prescribing has many benefits for today’s medical practices and offers definite incentives for increased revenues now.

Not only will E-Prescribing improve the quality of care for patients, it also improves patient safety. Medicare is currently offering a 2 percent incentive for all physicians to provide electronic prescriptions to their patients for calendar years 2009 and 2010. Implementing this in your practice now will allow you to take advantage of this incentive. The incentive will decrease to 1 percent in calendar years 2011 and 2012, and drop to 0.5 percent in calendar year 2013. Physicians who do not comply with E-Prescribing by 2014 may see their Medicare payment reduced up to 2 percent! There may be exceptions to the rule depending on a practice’s ability to participate.

Implementing E-Prescribing is a first step toward implementing electronic health records (EMR/EHR). There are many companies that have stand alone products that allow the physician to participate with E-Prescribing without becoming 100 percent electronic in terms of medical records. At the same time, there are add-on programs for current electronic health record and practice management programs. Your vendor can explain what programs work best with your system or what program they offer.

**Staff is Key to Success**

Practices should have a plan in place for implementing E-Prescribing. Staff should understand why this change is taking place and how it affects your office. Your staff is the key to making E-Prescribing work well and reaching your incentive goals.

Incentives are based on Medicare patients and your participation. You are required to submit the appropriate “G” code on at least 50 percent of your Medicare claims. These include:

- **G8443** – All prescriptions created during this encounter were generated by e-prescribing.
- **G8445** – No prescriptions were generated during the encounter. Provider does have access to a qualified e-prescribing system.
- **G8446** – Some or all prescriptions generated during the encounter were handwritten or phoned in due to one of the following: required by state law, patient request, or qualified e-prescribing system temporarily inoperable.

After submission of the appropriate “G” code, Medicare determines your incentive. Report the G codes on all of your Medicare patients to ensure reaching reporting goals. The incentive payment is based on your practice’s total allowable and payable amount from Medicare for the calendar year. A practice receiving Medicare allowable payments on qualified E-Prescribing patients in the amount of $100,000 for 2009 can look for a $2,000 incentive payment. Incentive checks are expected mid-year 2010.

**Start Now!**

All podiatric practices should look into how E-Prescribing can work for them. Podiatrists’ participation, or lack thereof, may affect future opportunities for the specialty. Be on the forefront and implement E-Prescribing now. Medicare E-Prescribing Standards can be found at cms.hhs.gov/E prescribing.

Christine E. Weikert, DPM, FACFAS is a practicing podiatrist and President and CEO of The Podiatric Billing Specialists, LLC.
NEWS FROM THE COLLEGE

Supporting the Next Generation

Both the ACFAS Regional Divisions and BioPro, Inc. deserve applause for providing financial support so that future foot and ankle surgeons were able to experience the ACFAS Annual Scientific Conference March 5-8 in Washington, D.C.

ACFAS Division 2, Northwest/Canada, awarded a $500 scholarship to resident Jarrod Smith, DPM, to fund his poster presentation.

Division 4, Desert States, granted a $1,000 academic scholarship to Ruth Peace, Past President of Midwestern University’s ACFAS Student Chapter.

Division 14, Southeast, provided two $1,000 conference scholarships to residents Pearce Futch, DPM, and Jonnica Dozier, DPM.

BioPro once again provided $1,000 scholarships for each of the eight podiatry schools to send a student to the 2009 annual conference. The winners were: Benjamin Cullen, Nelya Lobkova, Jaclyn Schwartz, Erigena Baze, Ricardo Lundi, Rachel Collier, Kylin Kovac, Kathy Gurnevich, and Jeffrey McAlister.

Congratulations, students and residents!